
 
 

Motion Title: 

Zoom Business Accounts - Multiple {On behalf of other OA Creative Reprieve} 

 

To Amend: 

Zoom Business Account - Singular 

 

Current: 

OA Foot Steps currently has one business account with Zoom which allows for three [3] Pro Accounts + two[2] 

Free accounts for a total of five[5] platforms. Each platform has 300-participant capacity for a cost of 

$67.77USD per month. 

 

Proposed: 

To purchase another package on the behalf of OA Creative Reprieve meetings, that wish to take advantage of 

the same deal OAFSVIG currently enjoys. As the OAFSVIG ZOOM package comes up for renewal {October 6, 

2022}, OA Creative Reprieve can then splinter off to their own account, separate from OA Foot Steps entirely. 

OA Creative Reprieve and OAFSVIG will continue to have access to this special offer. 

 

Primary Purpose: 

To offer OA Creative Reprieve, a prudent option, as they continue to carry the message to other compulsive 

eaters. 

 

Intent: 

We are in a unique position to offer this same deal to the OA Creative Reprieve group of meetings that are 

currently taking place on their own single Pro account with Zoom. OAFSVIG is in a unique position to share 

this with our fellows of the OA Creative Reprieve, without any impact to our own OA footsteps Zoom 

platforms. For a price that is LESS than a regular Pro account on Zoom per platform, we are able to offer OA 

Creative Reprieve a 300-partipant capacity for each meeting! Normally, to add more than 100 participants to a 

platform would cost an additional $50 or so, for EACH platform. 

 

 

 

 



 

Rationale: 

The deal we have here at OA Foot Steps is not available to others. We were extremely fortunate to have been 

offered this package when we were. Zoom has confirmed that they will NOT offer this to other intergroups or 

groups of meetings, unless they do so through our account with them. (For example: The OA Creative Reprieve 

meetings could not access this deal without access via our OA Footsteps intergroup) 

 

Implementation: 

As an agent of this package, we would process the request/application. Upon approval, the OA Creative 

Reprieve group would be given joint-ownership access to 3 Pro Accounts + 2 Free, each of which have a 300-

participant capacity for $67.77USD per month - They would maintain the platforms themselves and pay for 

them directly to Zoom. The five platforms would then become OA Creative Reprieve’s own, entirely, when our 

Zoom contract comes up for renewal [which occurs every two years].  
The OA Creative Reprieve's current Zoom accounts would be incorporated into the new package so their meeting numbers ID 

will remain the same. 

 

Cost: 

The cost is $Nil for OA Foot Steps/ An additional $67.77USD per month, for the package will be paid for 

entirely by the OA Creative Reprieve group who are requesting this package. 

 

Time Frame: 

This process may take a few weeks to set up with our Zoom manager and will be entirely dependent on any 

vetting/application process that we might choose to implement. 

 

Submitted By: 

Alix S. Treasurer of OA Creative Reprieve Business Committee 

Deb C Chair of OA Creative Reprieve Business Committee  

 

Email 

info@oa.creative-reprieve.art 

 
 


